BRI supplies Tri Cone Rock Bits Worldwide to the Oil / Gas, Exploration, Geothermal, Water Well, Mining and Foundation Industries.

Our Large Inventory of New Surplus, Reruns and Reconditioned Tri Cone Rock Bits include Hughes, Smith, Security, Reed, Varel and other Rock Bit Manufacturers.

Our Sizes range from 2-7/8” to 36” in diameter and include both Tooth and TCI Bits in Open and Sealed Bearings in most IADC Codes.

BRI also customize Tri Cone Rock Bits in House for Special Drilling Applications and Projects.

BRI Drilling Accessories have been run in over 54 Countries worldwide and are backed by a Strong Network of BRI Authorized Dealers and Agents.

**B.R.I.**

Working for You …
Your business is our first priority …
Whatever you need. Whatever it takes.
Top quality products backed by rock solid service
BRI’s large inventory of Tri Cone Rock Bits includes a variety of Sizes and Types of New Surplus Bits from Sizes 2-7/8” to 36” in Diameter. Our inventory includes Hughes, Smith, Security, Reed, Varel and other Rock Bit Manufacturers.

Our custom services include Re-Sizing Bits, adding TCI Shirktail Protection, Adding Lug Pads, Center Jetting, and Drilling Maximum Full Holes for Reverse Circulation Application.

- 12-1/4” Smith MFOS IADC # 427
- 12-1/4” Hughes JD8 IADC # 347
- 12-1/4” Security EBXS99S IADC # 837
- 14-3/4” Smith F67ODPS IADC # 737
- 36” Varel L-111 IADC # 111
- 17-1/2” Hughes GTXG1 IADC # 115
- 12-1/4” Smith SDGH IADC # 135
- 20” Reed Y13 IADC # 131
- 12-1/4” Varel ETD-14 IADC # 437
BRI’s large inventory of Rerun and Reconditioned Rock Bits include a variety of Sizes and Types ranging from 6” to 32” in Diameter.

BRI Customizes Rerun / Reconditioned Bits at Customers’ request. Examples of our Custom Services include Re-Sizing, Adding Additional TCI Shirrtail Protection, Adding Lug Pads, Center Jetting and Pressure Testing, Installing Extended Nozzles, and Drilling for Maximum Full Hole for Reverse Circulation.
BRI maintains an Inventory of Specialized Drilling Bits such as Bit Segments, Single Cone Rock Bits, Coring Bits and Bi-Cone Bits for Special Drilling Applications.

In addition, BRI has an Inventory of Tri Cone Rock Bits for Directional & Horizontal Drilling Applications in Sizes 4-3/4” to 6-1/2” diameters.
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